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on the same system as rope-making and both men and women were
employed. In 1771 the sailcloth-weavers petitioned the Middlesex
Sessions to consider their hard case, and 'to interpose and give them
such relief as the laws now in being will admit*; they could only earn at
the present rates 93* a week on * a number one duck canvas', other works
.being in proportion, whereas over twenty-three years before the price
of a number one was 95.6d. and the money * easier earned than it would
be now at 125. on account of the additional labour which is required to
compleat a piece of work such as the London manufacturers produce*.
The Sessions heard both masters and men, but dismissed the petition
and ordered the weavers to work at 'the accustomed rates till other
rates ... shall be duly authorized'.33
Framework-knitting or stocking-weaving, though better paid in
London than in the provinces, was badly paid, and was one of those
. trades which were steadily leaving London:
It is abundantly profitable to the master [it was said in 1747] but not so much
fc so to the journeymen, for few of them earn above 93. or ros. a week, they are
paid so much for a pair of stockings, and if they have not a loom of their own,
allow the master 25. a week for the use of his.34
In 1761, on the best silk or cotton stockings from 125. to i8s. could be
earned, less is. 6d. for the use of the frame, and on coarse worsted
stockings not more than 95. or ros. *with the closest application*. A
London employer stated to a Parliamentary Committee in 1778 that
wages were too low and frame rents too high, but that he did not lower
the rents because he could not get the other masters to agree.35 Women
in London do not seem to have worked at the frame as they did else-
where, but were employed in winding and doubling the silk and in
seaming and trimming the stockings.
Labourers' wages, like those of the artisan, rose at first gradually and
more rapidly in the long war. In trades like the building trades, where
the skilled tradesman had his appropriate labourer, the wages of the
latter were generally two-thirds of those of the former. The earnings of
the coal-heavers or coal-whippers on the Thames were very high but
very irregular, and subject to heavy deductions from the middle-men
who employed them. They were said to be up to los. a day before the
war, while in the war men were occasionally able to earn from £i to

